Victoria Memorial Hall
in its Centenary Year
is organising the following events on the occasion of

**World Heritage Week (19-25 November 2021)**

**Saturday, 20 November 2021, 1.30 to 4.30 pm**

**Eastern Quadrangle**
Workshop on *Rethinking Spaces* celebrating the
Legacies of Bengal Art in collaboration with DAG and Pickle Factory
*(for pre-registered participants only)*

**Saturday, 20 November 2021, 6.30 pm**

Public launch of *Projection Mapping Show* dedicated to the
125th Birth Anniversary of Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose

**Wednesday, 24 November 2021, 3.00 pm**

*A Curated Walk on the Heritage of Trees*
in the Gardens of VMH, conducted by
**Susmita Basu**, Beats of Nature Society
*(for pre-registered participants only)*

Entry through East Gate (opp. St Paul’s Cathedral) only; masks compulsory;
Covid protocols to be followed; parking of vehicles not allowed inside the VMH campus